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Abstract 

A coanon feature of the measurement of charged particles with gas 

detectors is the presence of a small fraction of events (--0.1-0.2%) for 

which significantly less than the total ionization is recorded. These 

events cause an energy tailing that can seriously impair the identification 

functions of gas detectors used either to instrument tha focal plana of 

magnetic spectrometers or for accelerator mass spectrometry. 

Tha anomalous, energy•degraded events are shown to arise both from 

reactions between tha incident ions and tha detector gas and, more 
» 

importantly, from tha scattering of lone by the gas. It is demonstrated 

that an appropriate detector configuration provides the means to reject most 

of tha anomalous events, allowing the measurement of vary low cross-section 

reactions without significant background interference from such events. 
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I. Introduction 

Gas-filled, multi-electrode detectors have become the standard 

instrumentation for the focal pisites of magnetic spectrometers1' . 

Typically, measurements of the total incident energy (E^), one or more 

energy losses (AEX,AE2 etc) and two position signals (?x & P 2) to determine 

distance along the focal plane and the angle of entry, provide excellent 

identification of ion mass (m), atomic number (Z) and atomic charge state 

(q). 

As well as proving to be extremely versatile for general reaction 

studies, such detectors have demonstrated their outstanding characteristics 

in the clean separation of the products of extremely low cross-section 

reactions from products of competing reactions many orders of magnitude more 

intense. Background-free spectra of many neutron-rich or "exotic" nuclei 

have been obtained for which accurate mass measurements and structure 

information have been deduced2'. 

Simpler detectors, measuring only E T, AE and the residual energy (ER) 

deposited near the end of the stopping length in the gas, have been used for 

accelerator mass spectrometry (A.M.S.). Again, excellent separation, 

between for example , 6S and " & or * lK and "Ca, is usually 

straightforward. 

However difficulties have been encountered in both types of 

application due to the presence of energy-degraded events. These events are 

evident as tailing of both the E T and E > signals, extending down beyond 50% 

of the correct value. For example, an attempt to measure the mass of 2 0N, 

using the reaction **Ca(uO,20N)*(Sc, was frustrated by such background 

tailing3'. Although 2 0N ions were clearly observed, (figure 1), energy-

degraded events from relatively intense 1 7 0 7 + ions prevented unambiguous 

identification of the ground state group in a projected P spectrum. For 
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the S U M magnetic rigidity, "o 7* and a oN 7* ions have energies differing by 

-18% so that their initial rates of energy loss (as measured by AE ) are 

almost identical. Separation is therefore reliant on a correct energy 

measurement. In the case of accelerator mass spectrometry, Tuniz et al 4 ) 

reported backgrounds from intense *Be ions interfering with the 

identification of 1 0Be ions because "some (aBe ions) however evidently fail 

to deposit all their energy". 

The present investigation sought to identify the origin of the energy 

tailing and to develop the means of overcoming the problems caused by it. 

2. Anomalous events observed with focal plane detectors 

Typically, a variety of low level (< 1%) backgrounds* is observed 

with gas-filled, focal plane detectors. A schematic representation of the 

common anomalous or background effects is shown in Figure 2 which depicts a 

situation where three charge states of a single, intense ion species (from 

elastic scattering, for example) are deflected into a detector. Four types 

of events occur for which either or both the total energy and the position 

signals differ from the values associated with the majority of the ion 

events. These are identified as:-

2.1 Silt or edge scattering which is a component having the same E T and P 

characteristics as lower energy ions of the same species. These arise 

mainly from edge scattering at defining collimators before the target and at 

apertures between the target and the magnetic spectremeter. Since these 

a Backgrounds of external origin, such M from neutrons and cosmic rays, 
are not considered. Only effects due to clearly identified charged 
particles entering a detector are relevant. 
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events have the correct a/q2 (i.e. Pj/E) and E.AE values, they comprise a 

background tail in the position distribution, obscuring veak inelastic 

events and reaction products at very forward angles. 

Often the intensity of such events can be significantly reduced by 

constraints on the angle of entry of ions into the detector3' or by carrying 

out measureaents without beam colliaation" . 

2.2 CharTe exchange in fliyht between the target and the detector. These 

events have the saae total energy as the priaary ion species but have a 

continuous distribution of deflection (Px) along the focal plane. Even in 

extreae cases where the spectroaeter vacuus is poor (>10"s torr), the fact 

that events due to such ions have very different angles of entry into Che 

detector allows thea to be readily identified and rejected. 

The effect can b« exploited for studies of electron conversion 

lifetiaes7>. 

2.3 Pulse pile-UP due to ions arriving alaost simultaneously at the 

detector. For a single group,b position derivation is unaffected but the 

detected energy (and AE.E„) extends to twice that associated with a single 

ion. Pile-up events mainly constitute a background for Isotopes with 

different q, e.g. pulse pile-up from u 0 7 * ions interferes with 2 2 0 , + 

identification. 

In some cases, th? effect may be suppressed by pulse height or transit 

time constraints on the signals from either the resistive wire or delay line 

b More generally, when two ions arrive simultaneously at different 
distances along the detector, the derived position will fall between the 
individual positions. 
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usad to dataraina tha position. Howavar, standard alactronic pila-up 

rajaction taehniquas ara more ganarally applicable and hava successfully 

overcome tha problem*'. 

2.4 Enerty»deeraded event* Manifested as a tailing of the energy 

distribution for aonoenergetic ions arriving and being detected at tha same 

position on the focal plana. 

The fraction of events in the tail, aeasured at various laboratories 

with detectors of widely varying diaensions for a variety of ion types and 

energies (e.g. 34 HeV 7Li to 400 NeV **Ti), ranges from about 0.06% to 

0.2%". For any particular detector, the fraction is essentially independ

ent of ion type and energy.' The present investigation was directed toward 

the origin and identification of these events. 

3. Mechanisms for tha production of energy-degraded events 

la view cf the low pressures at which tha datactors normally operate 

and the fact that the fraction of the tail events is not a strong function 

of ion species, ion recombination near tha end of the ion path is not likely 

to be significant. However, there ara a number of other processes which 

occur in tha gas of tha detector and would causa energy-degraded events. 

a) ttaaatlana with the .forming fmm 

Fusion reactions between the incident primary ions and constituent 

c Tailing (-1%) can occur whan tha vertical height of the image of a 
deflected group exceeds that of tha entrance aperture. Edge penetration 
of the window support can then cause extreme tailing. Such an effect is 
not included in the present discussion. 
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nuclai of tha stopping gas (usually isobutana) would rasult in tha 

subsaquant amission of nautrons, protons, a-particles and gaaaa rays which 

carry an appraciabla aaount of tha initial anargy but daposit littla or nona 

of it in tha datactor. 

b) Scattering of tha Inctdant lona 

Soaa ions will undargo alastic and inalastic scattaring froa tha 

carbon and hydrogan constituents of isobutana ( C t H w ) . For puraly 

Rutharford scattaring, tha predominant contribution ovar aost of tha ion 

path langth would ba froa tha hydrogan sinca tha affacts of tha much lowar 

cantra of aass anargy and graatar nuabar of hydrogan atoas outwaigh tha Z-

dapandanca. For 1 $0 ions of a gi/an anargy, tha hydrogan scattaring cross-

saction is a factor of 22.1 largar than that for carbon. Tha racoiling 

protons and carbon ions will gsnarally hava anargy loss ratas lowar than 

thosa of tha primary ions. In fact, scattaring by protons would rasult in 

assantially tha coaplata loss of the racoil anargy whereas soaa or all of 

tha racoil energy of carbon ions would be expended in the gas of the 

detector. In the extreae case of head-on alastic collisions, proton racoils 

acquire 22%, and carbon racoils 98%, of the energy of primary 1 80 ions. 

Thus it is reasonable to suppose that the higher energy degraded events are 

aainly tha rasult of hydrogen scattering and that events below - 80% of tha 

incident primary ion (ie0) energy are due to scattering by carbon. A small 

fraction of tha ions will undargo relatively large angle scattering from the 

carbon in the isobutane and either the scattered primary ion or the 

recoiling ion may strike the cathode electrode or wires of the grid, thereby 

reducing the total energy lost in the gas. In double-gridded detectors, 

similar scattering through the first grid (defining the volume in which E T 

is measured) is more complex. The magnitudes of both the E and anode 
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signals would ba littla affactad if ionization vara producad in tha ragion 

batvaan tha two grids. Howavar, if tha scattarad ions panatrata beyond tha 

sacond grid, both E, and tha anoda signals would ba raducad. 

Evidanca of tha contributions from tha various processes was 

accuaulatad from aaasuraaants with savaral datactors. 

3.1 Reactions with tha stanaina yaa 

Invaatigations using a focal plana datactor that has baan described 

previously10' (and is similar schematically to the datactor in Figure 5), 

deaotstrated that about half tha energy-degraded events were distinguished 

by the absence of a ?2 signal and mainly with detected energies of less than 

50% of tha primary ions. Moreover, these events were associated with 

inconsistent values of AEt and AE 2, both of which varied from between -10% 

and 200% of tha values for properly detected ions. 

Such events are attributed to the occurrence of fusion reactions. 

Whan isobutane is used, reactions will occur mainly in the front portion of 

tha detector where tha available centre of mass energy is highest. 

Obviously, rejection of the events is obtained merely by the requirement of 

a ?2 signal for a valid event. 

3.2 Scattarlna bv tha taa. 

Host of the higher energy portion of the tail was comprised of 

events with normal AE X, AE2, P̂  and P 2 signals. As would ba expected, a 

measurement of residual energy, from tha rear section of tha anode plane of 

tha detector, exhibited tailing which was correlated with that of the E T 

signal. 

Indirect evidence that energy degradation arises from scattering 

effects was obtained by reducing tha detector gas pressure sufficiently to 
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allow the priaary ion species to just reach the back wall of the detector. 

Under this condition, the detected energy signal was ~ 95% of the optimum 

signal observed at higher gas pressures but, importantly, derivation of a 

pulse signal from a third resistive wire at the rear of the detector 

(usually performing the function of vetoing events not stopped) became 

possible. For a narrow ray of elastically-scattered ions (0.1 spectrometer 

acceptance), the energy tail contained 66 events when there were 100,000 

events in the peak. All of these events were associated with normal P , 

AEj, o£ 2 and P 2 signals. Imposition of the additional requirement of a P, 

signal, i.e. selection of events with the correct range, reduced the 

integrated peak count by <1% but removed all of the tail events. 

More direct evidence was provided by several features apparent in 

measurement* with a small, gas-filled detector used for accelerator mass 

spectrometry11'. A portion of the anode of the detector, immediately 

preceding the final electrode used to measure residual energy, has a saw

tooth configuration12'. When the detector is mounted with the electrodes 

vertical, tha difference between the energy losses observed for the halves 

of the saw-tooth provides a simple means of determining the vertical 

position of each incident ion. The resolution achieved is ~1 mm. 

In a typical '*C1 measurement (Figure 3), many of tha events 

exhibiting energy degradation in both E_ and Eg were associated with signals 

from both halves of the electrode which were larger than for normal events, 

i.e. an angular deflection had occurred, A comparison of tha pulse heights 

observed on one half of tha sawtooth electrode Is shown in Figure U. 

Rejection of 50% of the total events on the basis of tha magnitude of either 

sawtooth signal eliminated more than 80% of tha tail events of the , eS peak. 

Further, it is evident in Figure 3 that both of tha intense 3 S S and , 7C1 

groups are associated with a small number of *rents for which the E R signal 
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is reduced but the correct Ej is •easured. These events can be interpreted 

as being due to scattering events occurring before the E^ electrode for 

which the recoil ion (presumably U C ) energies were low enough for thee to 

be stopped in the gas and the priaary ions, with a reduced energy, lost aors 

energy before reaching the E^ electrode. 

*. aspects of detector design required for detection of energy-degraded 

events 

The problea of energy tailing due to nuclear reactions, including 

elastic and inelastic scattering, occurring in detectors is « general one. 

Such effects have been reported for charged particles in scintillators13' 

and silicon surface barrier detectors1*' and have been exploited for 

measurements of reactions induced by gamma rays15> and neutrons1" . 

However, multi-electrode gas detectors would appear capable of eliminating 

such effects since they are, in principle, able to measure the ionization 

produced along the entire path of each ion. 

It is useful to consider the merits of the various means by which ths 

scattered ions might be detected. In some cases, e.r the problem of 

discriminating between M N ions and energy-degraded 1 70 events, the 

ambiguity can be resolved at the cost of added complexity by measuring the 

time of flight of ions between the target and the entrance to the focal 

plane detector. Such techniques have bean described elsewhere17'. 

4.1 Vlf of j rgnge 

A range measurement is possible using either a simple anode alsment or 

a position sensing element (P,) to detect the ionization produced st the tnd 

of ths ion path. The latter overcomes the energy straggling effects, which 

would be evident with a simple electrode, achieving batter spatial 
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rasolution at tha cost of losing straightforward, ancillary information as 

to tha ion typa being datactad. 

However, tha demonstration in Saction 3.2, that imposition of a rang* 

constraint affactivaly raaoves energy-degraded avants for a singla, mono-

anargatic group, cannot ba appliad ganarally to focal plana datactors. With 

datactors for which tha angla of antry of datactad ions is 45*, difficulties 

ara already apparant whan tha simplest casa of only a singla, monoanargatic 

ion spaclas is considered. For useful acceptance solid angles with a 

relatively low dispersion spectrometer, the angular spread at the focal 

plane will be large (typically 13.5* for an Enge split-pole spectrometer 

with a horizontal angular acceptance of 4.5*). Hence observation of a P } 

signal for ail ions is only possible at gas pressures much lower than the 

pressure needed to stop them all, preventing measurement of a meaningful E r. 

With a normal entry, this difficulty is overcome. For a given ion 

type, there will be a small range of magnetic rigidity over which both a P3 

signal and reasonable energy (E T) resolution can be obtained at a suitable 

gas pressure. However for the case of 1 70 7* and M N 7 * mentioned previously, 

separation of the ion types with a detector operating at the appropriate 

pressure to stop the 2 0N ions is likely to be very marginal. This situation 

arises because of the much greater intensity of the 1 70 ions and tha 

significant reduction of the difference between the measured E T values (the 
1 7 0 ions would not be stopped). Furthermore, recoil U C ions could be 

detected by the P } sensor, leading to acceptance of some energy-degraded 

events. Additional information, such as tha measurement of the residual 

energy beyond a F } element, could resolve both difficulties, Howavar, the 

critical dependence of the range technique on the detector gas pressure 

remains a serious limitation. 
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4.2 Multiple i w m loee u m i f - M t t i near the »nd af the rany* 

It is evident that a detector oust deteraine the approximate range of 

each ion, coupled with energy loss information along the entire ion path, to 

ensure that the Measured signals are consistent only with the behaviour of 

primary ions slowing down in the gas. 

Using 1 7 0 and *°N iom as examples once aore, calculations for a 

variety of anode configurations suggest that effective unambiguous 

identification can be achieved with only two additional sensing electrodes 

at the end of the range. One of these would be a relatively narrow L. 

electrode to define a minimum path length. The other (AE ) immediately 

preceding E^, would span the region for which dB/dx of M H ions is a maximum 

(i.e. the peak of the Bragg curve) when the gas pressure is set to allow the 
2 0 N ions to rsach Eft. Most 1 7 0 ions beyond the range of aagnetic rigidity 

of interest reach the P } region and thus can be vetoed. The likelihood that 

energy-degraded 1 70 ions reaching E^ siaultaneously produce ET,A E a a x And E^ 

signals which are indistinguishable froa those of *°N ions should be 

extreaely snail. With an E^ electrode of reasonable size (-18% of th» total 

range), an acceptable dynamic range of M H energies is possible (~5 Me?) 

while maintaining a difference of ~12% between the AE values for *°N and 
i 70 ions (70N greater). 

4.3 tt»*lfr1ffT1 P* detection of large «w«la « « t t « r ( n i event* 

Several techniques could either reduce the number of energy-degraded 

•vent.* due to large angle scattering events or else provide the aeani to 

identify such events. These include: 
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(a) Increase of erld/cathoda anaclne 

It would b* anticipated that an increase of th* grid/cathode spacing 

would reduce the nuaber of energy-degraded events du* to large angl* 

scattering because the recoil ions and th* scattered primary ions are more 

likaly to be stopped in th* gas. This*was born* out by th* performance of a 

small detector in which th* separation between th* central ion path and the 

cathod* was 50% larger than for th* detector used in Section 3. Th* 

fraction of tail events was only 0.04% U ). A larg* grid/cathod* spacing 

requires special measures to prevent field distortion at th* electrode 

boundaries and consequent worsening of the E ? resolution. The usual 

technique of using a graded grid at th* entrance of the detector is likely 

to introduce additional background problems. 

(b) Maaaurament of vertical height of Ion paths 

By decoupling th* grid and cathode, the vertical height of ions can be 

determined from the drift time between appearance of th* cathod* signal and 

th* arrival of an anode pulse. Resolution of 1mm has been achieved in gas 

count* i l 2 > though 2mm is more typical for focal plane detectors using 

isobutane1" . Usually, it is only an average height of the ion path that is 

measured. For present reoufrements, th* cathode would have to be segmented 

to determine separately the vertical height in various sections of th* 

detector. 

Though, in principle, deviations from th* incident direction could be 

detected with such measurements, in combination with ?l ,?2 and P, 

information, th* results given in Section 3.2 suggest that this method has 

only limited application. 
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(c) Use of a 'r]j\faft fifffhtMlt 

If the cathode were gridded, then ions scattered through it could be 

detected with an additional electrode, at ground or slightly positive 

potential, locat** beneath the cathode. Most ions and associated recoils 

scattered close to the plane parallel to the electrodes will deposit their 

full energy in the gas. Thus it should be possible to detect about 50% of 

the large-angle scattered events that result in reduction of the B_ 

measurement with a sub-cathode. 

5. A noraal-entry detector 

A small focal plane detector was constructed to evaluate several of 

the features discussed in Section 4. 

The detector (Figure 5) closely followed the design of an earlier 

one 1 0) except that most electrodes were constructed from printed circuit 

board to allow the electrode dimensions to be changed readily. The 

aluminium box (SOcm x 20cm x 20cm) housing the electrode structure and the 

associated preamplifiers was mounted near the focal plane of a split-pole 

spectrometer, at 45 to the usual position to allow normal entry of the 

detected ions. The active length of the detector is ~ 12 cm. A grid, 

comprised of gold-plated tungsten wire, 125pm in diameter with a spacing of 

2 mm and normal to the incident ion direction, was used as the cathode. 

Provision was made to mount sub-cathode electrodes 1cm beneath it. 

5.1 OoeratiM characterise* 

Using 70 MeV "o ions scattered from a thin gold target, the 

resolution achieved for the total energy was 0.71 for a horizontal angular 

acceptance of 0.1 , increasing to only 0.86% with an angular acceptance of 

4.5 . Corresponding results for the summed (AE1 + AE 2) signal were 4.0% and 

4.25%, and for l%, 4,2% and 4.3%. 
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With the 0.1 acceptance, the resolutions obtained directly froa the 

P t,P 2 and P 3 spectra were 0.8 am, 1.0 am and 1.5 am respectively. 

5.2 Tail reaction mint P̂  

Tests using 1 S 0 beaas with energies of 60 and 70 MeV, scattered from 

gold at 10 , confined t> earlier result that energy-degraded events did 

not produce a P } sign .. when the gas pressure allowed priaary ions to just 

reach P,. For example at 60 MeV with 1 horizontal acceptance, 99652 events 

with correct Ej, ?x, &E and P 2 values were associated with 85 energy-

degraded events. Iaposition of the P, requirement reduced the total to 

99042 with only one energy-degraded event (at 0.80^) reaaining. At 70 MeV 

with 4.5 acceptance, 244 energy-degraded tail events were evident for a 

peak count of 192395, whereas again only one of thea had a P, signal, the 

peak count was reduced to 192041. Thus at loast 99% of the energy-degraded 

events can be eliminated with a loss of detection efficiency of considerably 

less than 1%. 

The variation of the aeasured pulse heights of E T and E^ with gas 

pressure is shown in Figure 6, along with the P3 efficiencies for the l e0 

groups scattered froa gold and carbon at 60 MeV. At 126 torr, both P } 

efficiencies were >96% and the E T pulse height of the higher energy group 

was 91.7% of the maximum measured at 140 torr, with a worsening of 

resolution by a factor of about two. Since the energies of the groups 

differ by 2.27 MeV, it is evident that a dynaaic range of at least 3.75% of 

the incident energy can be used in this node of operation. 

Similar results were obtained at 70 MeV, for which the stopping 

pressure is 170 torr. At 150 and 160 torr, the P, efficiencies were >98t 

and E f resolut' .a were 2% and 1% respectively. 

A convincing demonstration that energy-degraded events result from 
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scattaring eaerged during thasa measurements (Figura 7). At a prassura of 

ISO torr, it is clear that energy-degraded tail events are related to those 

for which the residual energy is larger than for most events, i.e. those for 

which a scattering has not led to energy degradation but caused the primary 

ion to stop beneath the residual energy electrode rather than penetrate just 

beyond it. Ions yielding the larger Eg values must either undergo small 

angle scattering by hydrogen or carbon or scatter near tha end of the range, 

again aainly froa carbon, so that tha recoil has a low enough energy to be 

stopped within the grid/cathode region. The Measured ion directions (Figure 

8) as deduced froa (Pj-^). i"ply that the latter predominates since the 

events group about the aaan direction. On the other hand, tha energy-

degraded events are aore randomly scattered within the angle range. 

Indicating that seme of thea arise froa small angle scattering prior to ? 2. 

A significant change (-10%) of the energy of an M 0 ion by carbon scattaring 

requires a deflection well beyond the P 1 and P 2 limits of the elastic group 

used to provide the data of Figures 7 and 8. The maximum deflection of 1 C0 

ions by proton scattering is only 3.5*. Thus a significant fraction of 

energy-degraded events is due to scattaring by hydrogen in the front section 

of the detector. 

Agreement between the measurements of E r and Eg and those calculated 

with tha code EFPD5) is sufficiently close (Figure 6) to allow prediction 

for experimental situations. In the case used previously as an example, viz 

separation of 1 70 and M N at energies near 100 MeV, a difference in the E T 

signals of ~ 4.5% ( MN greater) would occur between tha ion species at the 

appropriate gas pressure (for stopping 2 0N ions under P,) and the 

corresponding difference in Eg would be ~ 8.51. Both are only about a 

factor of two greater tiian the resolutions observed for equivalent 

conditions, so that separation of 2 0N ions «. J 1 70 ions would be possible 
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only if intensities were coaparable. Thus as anticipated in Sect 4.1 for 

the measurement of reference3), the means would have to be provided, for 

instance by including another anode electrode beyond P 3, to identify the 

majority of "o ions (~ 99.9%) which would provide a proper signal on the 

electrode. 

s.3 Tht nirtrttfl cathode 
Two configurations of a simple electrode below the gridded cathode 

were evaluated. One sensing sub-cathode electrode had the same area as the 

cathode while for the other, the area was restricted to that of the back 

half of the cathode below the Z^ electrode. 

Tests with a 4.5 HeV o-source indicated that both electrodes detected 

scattered particles with high efficiency, i.e. ~1 event per 1000 a-particles 

for the larger electrode. However, the gas pressure required to allow the 

a-particles to reach the P 3 element was too low to allow stable operation of 

the position wires. 

When 70 HeV l 60 ions were used, only very small pulses, of opposite 

polarity from those that would have been produced by scattered ions, were 

observed. The magnitude of the pulses was proportional to the energy lost 

above the sub-cathode electrode and a pulse was observed for each incident 

ion, consistent with them being due to Incomplete shielding by the gridded 

cathode. 

To overcome this problem, the smaller sub-cathode electrode was 

replaced with a proportional detector of the same area, assembled as a grid 

of gold-plated tungsten wires, 25pm in diameter, with a spacing of 2 mm. 

When operated at voltages (2200-2400) at which cosmic rays were readily 

detected, some energy degraded events (~10%) were associated with a pulse 

from the proportional detector. Since the tests described in Section 5.2 
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demonstrated that many of the energy degraded events arise from hydrogen 

scattering at the front of the detector, the small number observed is not 

unexpected, but does confirm the occurrence of large angle scattering from 

carbon. 

6. Multiple energy loss measurements 

Both the normal entry focal plane detector and the gaa detector 

designed for AMS measurements (Section 3.1.) were used to evaluate several 

electrode configurations. The latter detector proved especially useful 

since it allowed simultaneous measurement of five energy losses along the 

path of each ion in addition to the total ionization. 

6.1 Meeeur—nta with the AMS detector 

Data were obtained for two ions species, 66 MeV i a0 and 132 MeV 3 ,S. 

The anode configuration is shown, along with a schematic representation of 

the results for i a 0 , in Figure 9. At the isobutane gas pressure used, viz 

150 torr, the l (0 ions stopped beyond E k, depositing about 10% of the 

incident energy under the final anode electrode from which no signal was 

derived. The actual data (selected with appropriate AEt and AE 2 limits) for 

the AE signal aa a function of E t are shown in Figure 10. The origins of 

the various anomalous events are indicated on the basis of the discussion 

that follows. In addition, events with AE, values outside of the normal 

limits and those without an associated Eg signal are identified since the 

information provides the basis for the proposed origins. 

The response of each electrode can be used to identify anomalous 

events occurring before, under and beyond it. Clearly anomalous events 

occurring beyond any particular electrode should provide a normal signal 

from that electrode whereas events before or under the electrode generally 
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will not. Savaral faaturas ara immediately apparant from Figur* 9, viz that 

most of tha anomalous avants contributing to tha anargy-dagradad tail occur 

undar AE, and AE and that, as would ba axpactad, tha lo«r*r energy limit 

of tha tall incraasas with th* number of alactroda signal constraints. 

Further, tha AE 3, AE end Eft distributions reveal a successively 

increasing number of events with larger than normal signals, but associated 

with tha correct total energy. No similar events are evident in the AE, 

(and AE 1) distributions. Such effects are consistent with the fact that, 

after a scattering, complete capture of the initial ion energy becomes 

increasingly probable as the ion energy (and therefore the recoil energy) 

decreases. The correct total energy is obtained from almost all scattering 

events under E^ since there are few energy-degraded events with a correct 

AEm value evident in Figure 10. 

Inspection of each successive pair of electrode signals, ,i.e. AE. and 

AEj, AE3 and AE , and AE and E^, allows a more straightforward 

appraisal of the measurements (Figure 11). Few scatterings occur under AE 

and AE2 and most are associated with AE3 signals not very different from the 

correct value. Thus reactions, as distinct from scattering, play a minor 

role at the relatively low u 0 enargy used, although some extreme values of 

AE. and AE, do occur outside of the range shown in Figure 11. The greatest 

number of scatterings per unit electrode length obtain for the A E M S and E R 

electrodes, consistent with the energy dependence of Rutherford scattering. 

Many yi*ld the correct E T value, indicating that they result from carbon 

scattering because the larger values of A E M W associated with them imply 

scatterings in which tha u 0 energy is reduced by as much as U MeV. The 

remaining length of tha detector corresponds to tha range of only ~ 1.5 MeV 

protons but is sufficient to stop - 20 MeV ' 2C ions. 
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Mora important are the energy-degraded events, with larger than normal 

6E values, because they generally affect the ability to discriminate 

between ion species. In Figure 10, most are close to either the locus 

applicable to lower energy M 0 ions entering the detector or to the locus 

calculated for scatterings under AE for which none of the recoil energy 

is deposited in the gas. Most of the former can be rejected by imposition 

of appropriate AE 9 limits (with soma leakage due to finite resolution). 

Both types of events must be due almost entirely to scattering by hydrogen. 

The extent of the energy-degraded events in Window II of Figure 10 (an 

approximately comparable situation to 1 70/ 2 0N separation discussed in 

Section 4.2) is sensitive to the limits chosen for AE,; increasing from 

0.88ET with no AE 3 limits to 0.91 Ej when a limit including all normal ' 

events is used, and to 0.93E, with reduced limits rejecting 10% of the 

normal events. 

Finally, there is a weak class of events, originating under the AE 

electrode that is characterized by a lower than normal oE B w r signal. These 

events extend from the correct E T value to a measured energy almost 20 MeV 

lower. The energy of the u 0 ions arriving under AE is ~20 MeV so that 

many of the events can only arise from carbon scattering or, less likely, 

reactions with hydrogen.4 It is plausible to attribute such events to 

large angle scattering from carbon. At extreme angles (the maximum 

scattering angle for l ,0 ions is 41.8*), ions scattered in the vertical 

d Interestingly, the 0 energy under the AE electrode traverses a 
strong (p,o) resonance at 15.19 MeV (equivalent to a proton energy of 
844 keV). The reaction is exothermic (Q-3.98 MeV), so that for reaction 
events in which the recoil 1 3N is emit^d close to 0*, more than the 
primary energy should be measured. No such events are evident in Figure 
10. 
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plana can strike the cathode or penetrate the grid so that, consistent with 

the measurements, no E^ signal will eventuate (the channel number 

corresponding to the minimum energy deposited by 1 6 0 ions reaching E is 

~780 in Figure 10). At more forward angles, AE would be reduced since 

the maximum increase of A E ^ for a reduced l , 0 energy is only about 10% 

(Figure 10)_, whereas the energy loss of the companion U C recoil under AE 

is some 30% less. For most of such scatterings, either or both scattered 

particles reach the side walls of the detector or scatter into the 

electrodes before expending their full energy. 

The enerjy-degraded events stemming from carbon scattering demonstrate 

the value of an 1 .icermediate electrode preceding the Eg electrode and would 

account for tha anomalous events detected by the gridded proportional, sub-

cathode assembly (Section 5.3). Moreover, they define the energy extent of 

the tail associated with the l*0 group, i.e. events withii. Window I of 

Figure 10. The extent of the tail, as limits appropriate to the various 

electrodes for all normal events are imposed, is summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

EntriY titling of, tht H.Q group 

0.97E-
UINDOtf y (*} Low 

o Channel (lEj) 

AE l 

AE i +AE 2 

6E1+oE2+oE3 

oE^dEj+AEj+oE^ 

oEj +AE2 +AE3 +&lmK +E,,>0 

AE +AE2 4 AE, +AE* +E_ 

* Window I. 

The results for 3 CS ions exhibited the sane general features as those 

for l , 0 ions except that sons anonalous total energy capture events were 

apparent in the AEt and AE2 distributions, presumably reflecting the larger 

Rutherford cross-sections for 3 ,S ions scattering froa carbon. The detector 

was operated at 120 torr so that the , eS ions stopped just beyond E^. Data 

from the AE and Eg electrodes and E T are shown in Figure 12. A larger 

proportion scatter under AE g | M and yield the full energy (~0.1% compared 

with -0.03% for "0) though a few of these scattering events do result in a 

small energy degradation. 

496 (0.23) 

406 (0.18) 

306 (0.14) 

296 (0.13) 

219 (0.10) 

107 (0.05) 

26 (3) 

396 (42) 

618 (66) 

721 (77) 

767 (82) 

864 (92.5) 
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In AMS aeasurements of " CI, backgrounds froa anoaalous M S events are 

not a serious problea. The resolution obtained for the AB2 signal from the 

present detector provides essentially coaplete separation between S and Cl 

ions. Thus backgrounds in the extracted spectra of chlorine ions, due to 

anoaalous M S events, can only originate froa scattering events under the 

AEX and AB2 electrodes. Even then, only events without significant energy 

degradation, but with a reduced Eg signal, can aiaic the response of a 3*C1 

ion (see Figure 3). Few such events were evident in the data of Figure 12 

and aost were rejected by iaposing AE, liaits appropriate to Cl ions so that 

the role of an additional AE a a x electrode is a minor one. Generally, 3 5C1 

ions are not observed since the HC1" ion is not formed. If they were 

present, their energy would be only 2.8% higher than that of the 3 6C1 ions 

and hydrogen-scattered events would therefore pose probleas similar to those 

reported for 1 0Be measurements4'. 

6.2 M»nurwnti with the normal «ntrv focal plane detector 

An anode electrode structure, comprising three elements of widths 2.0, 

2.8 and 2.4 ca respectively between the ? 2 and P, sensing elements, was 

used. Since the data acquisition interface could only accept 6 analog 

inputs, the AE and AE2 electrodes were connected together to provide a 

single AE aeasureaent while the 2.8 ca and the 2.4 ca electrodes were used 

to derive AE n w t and Eg signals. 

Measurements were made with 70 MeV l*0 ions, scattered at 10* froa a 

thin gold target, for a range of detector gas pressures. The results for 

175 torr, sufficient to stop the ions under Eg, and 150 torr, when the ions 

penetrated beyond Eg to just reach the back wall, are shown in Figure 13. 

The overall features of Fig.13 are siailar to those obtained with the 

AMS detector in Section 6.1. Several differences between the 150 and 175 

torr aeasureaents are noteworthy. At 175 torr, some ions scatter under 
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AE and tha full energy is dapoaltad (aventa without B^ in Fig 13(1)) 

wharaas no such avants occur at ISO torr. Nora anargy-dagradad avants arist 

froa scattering undar E^ at ISO torr than do at tha highar prassura. Thasa 

diffarancas ara qualitatively conaistant with tha l , 0 anargiaa undar tha 

particular alectrodes and tha anargy variation of tha scattering cross-

section. 

TWo further sata of measurements made with tha detector provided 

stroug evidence to support the proposed origins of tha various types of 

energy-degraded events. Firstly, these involved a comparison undar 

identical conditions of the energy-degraded events observed with isobutane 

(Figure 14(a)) and Freon-14 (CF4)-(Figure 14(b)). Events attributed to 

hydrogen scattering, characterized by generally larger than normal AE •" 

values, were not evident with Freon-14. On the other hand, tha components 

attributed to large-angle scattering under AE, w •»* \ *•*• enhanced, 

consistent with tha increased number of heavy scattering atoms par unit 

volume (a factor of 1.25) and tha higher average atomic number (a factor of 

1.4). The observed ratio of ~3 is larger than tha product of these factors, 

reflecting the fact that tha energy of ions reaching AE M was lower for 

Freon-14 than for isobutane. For both gases, the total number of scattering 

events yielding essentially tha full ion energy (i.e. the vertical tail of 

OE ) was comparable to the number of energy dagradad events produced 

under both Al and Eg by large-angle scattering (other tails). 

Secondly, tha dependence of tha fraction of energy*dagradad events on 

detector height was determined. Lowering tha detector by 4 mm, so that tha 

incident ions were closer to the upper grid defining the cathode region, 

caused a dramatic increase of tha fraction from <2xl0* to -10x10'' (Figure 

14(c)). It was necessary to ralsa tha detector by 8 mm to achieve an effect 

of tha same magnitude due to scattering into tha cathode. In the latter 
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case though, scattering frost the edge of the window support was also 

evident. The differences can be attributed to the fact that the cathode is 

located 5 ssi below the edge of the window whereas the lower grid is only 2 

•• above the upper edge (the cathode/grid spacing is 24am). The intensity 

of hydrogen-scattered events did not show any significant variation as the 

detector height was changed. 

For the extreae positions of the detector, structure was apparent in 

n E a w and Bj for the energy-degraded events but was s»st pronounced in Eg. 

The pulse height distribution of Eg for the data of Fig. 14(c) is shown in 

Fig.15. Scattering into individual grid wires is resolved, the masher of 

peaks seen being a function of gas pressure, i.e. how far the ions 

penetrated into the region under the Eg electrode. 

In summary, the results for both detectors confira that most energy-

degraded events can be accounted for by either hydrogen scattering for which 

the energy of recoiling proton is lost or froa relatively large angle 

scattering by carbon (or fluorine) in which either the priaary ion or the 

recoil strikes the cathode or the grid wires. Thus for carbon scattering 

under AE^^, energy-degraded events are distributed between total energies 

of E t, the energy deposited by primary ions reaching the electrode and E 2, 

the enerav deposited by primary ions reaching E^ (Fig. 16). Similar 

scattering events under Eg are likewise distributed between E 2 and E 0, but 

with normal sVE values. Hydrogen-scattered events are closely related to 

the response for lower energy ions entering the detector, the departure of 

events from the response curve and the energy extent of them depending on 

where the scattering occurs. Thus scattering by the mylar entrance window 

will produce events on the response curve with the greatest energy span 

(-20% E o ) . Scattering farther into the detector produces events below the 

curve as is evident in Fig.16 where the calculated distribution of events 
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scattering midway under o E ^ is indicated. 

Though ton scattering events under AE lead to premature capture of 

the total primary ion energy, there will also be similar scatterings that 

have larger than normal AE ̂  values but v*.th reduced Ej values. It would 

be anticipated that most of these events would be confined within the 

hatched region indicated in Figure 16 and this expectation is borne out by 

the results shown in ig. 14(c). Such events constitute the only significant 

background which cannot be distinguished by means of a AE measurement. 

Since their intensity should be greater for Freon-14 (the measurements do 

not provide adequate statistical evidence), isobutana would appear to be the 

better gas, so far as energy-degraded backgrounds are concernet'., even though 

hydrogen scattering does occur. 

It is to be noted that events of the type observed with the AMS 

detector, for which it appeared that carbon scattering under AB yielded 

energy-degraded events with a slightly lower than normal AE value, were 

not evident with the focal pline detector. The difference probably stems 

from tue narrower A E _ and £_ electrodes used in the AMS detector. 

6.3 Application to reaction — aauro—nfca 

The results presented in Section 6.2 at 150 torr relate directly to 

the now familiar problem of resolving energy-degraded "o ions from n N . 

For such a measurement with the focal plana detector configuration described 

above, the M H ions should stop under E^; the extent to which they penetrate 

determining the dynamic range of M B energies accepted. With magnetic 

rigidities about equal to the highest ttM energy, 1 70 ions would penetrate 

beyond E^, but still be stopped. Normally behaved 1 70 ions within this 

rigidity range and beyond would produce a P, signal and could thus be 

rejected. Accordingly, the results for "o at 70 MeV provide an indication 
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of likely 1 70 behaviour since the stopping conditions are similar. 

For reaction data, a range of ion anergics is involved but it is 

possible, and more straightforward to considar a Halted range of magnetic 

rigidity. Tha calculated A E ^ and Eg signals for 109 MeV X 70 ions, which 

have the M M rigidity as 92.6 NaV MIT ions, ara shown in Figure 17. Tha 

gas pressure used for tha calculations was sufficient to stop *°N ions, with 

energies between 84 and 93 MeV, under E K. For the expariaental conditions 

envisaged (sea Section 7), tha maximum expected M B energy is ~ 91 MeV so 

that the most critical background affecting the determination of the highest 
2 0 N energy produced is that batwean E ? values corresponding to Incident 2 0N 

energies between 91 and at least 93 MeV. 

On the basis of the results presented in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, the 

anomalous events shown in Figure 17 are: 

(a) hydrogan scattering events before ^Baux that follow the locus 

appropriate co lower energy l 70 ions incident on tha detector 

(b) scattering events under Ê  which have a A E ^ value appropriate to 109 

MeV 1 70 

(c) hydrogen scattering events occurring mid-way undar tha oE M ] | electrode 

and three quarters of the distance undar tha electrode. 

Events of types (a) and (b) ara wall separated relative to the 

observed resolutions, from the critical region above the calculated position 

for 93 MaV 2 0N ions. Type (c) events in tha region can only ariss from 

scatterings in which the proton recoil energy is lass than 10 MaV. Thus 

such events will have measured E T values within 10 MaV of the value for 
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normally •behaved 1 70 ions, i.e. above 93.6 MeV. Since the Ej value of 93 

HeV 2 0 N ions is 88.30 MeV, the type (c) scattering events should be readily 

distinguished by means of the dependence of E T with position along the 

detector. In other words, when identification is based on a/q2 values 

calculated from (B )2/E, energy-degraded events froa hydrogen scattering of 
1 7 O result in values well-removed from the M H value. Anomalous events not 

shown in Figure 14 are those for which the correct Ej is measured because of 

scattering under AB_^ *>r Eg and those corresponding to energy-degraded 

scatterings froa carbon under AE The former pose no problem because 

they would be identified correctly as 1 7 0 ions and the latter would result 

in &&mtx values comparable or lower than the 1 70 value and generally would 

have no Eg signal. 

One source of energy-degraded events remains, viz the relatively 

large-angle scattering under A E ^ causing larger than normal A E a M values 

(Sect.6.2). Partial discrimination of these can be achieved by selecting 

only the events which have the correct dependence of AE a a s with magnetic 

rigidity and with Eg. 

The behaviour for a range of rigidities can also be predicted from 

Figure 17. For both lower and higher magnetic rigidities, hydrogen 

scattering under A E ^ can produce events with AE a a ) | and Eg values which 

correspond to higher energy 2 0N ions, but again these can be distinguished 

by E f values uncorrelated with position, i.e. by m/q2. Carbon scattering of 

lower rigidities under E R (and events due to reactions under AE a m) can be 

eliminated by ensuring that the position dependences of both AE m K and E R 

ere appropriate to 2 0N ions. 

The electrode configuration is considered to be close to the optimum. 

The width of AE was chosen to maintain almost the maximum possible 

difference between 1 70 and Z 0N ions while ensuring good resolution for the 
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AE measurement. If the width were reduced, by extending the un-used 2 cm 

long section, the low energy extent of the energy*degraded tail would not be 

reduced sufficiently to remove anomalous events froa the critical region end 

the ratio of the *-EMK values would increase by only ~3%. Because of the 

large difference in range of 2 0N and 1 ?0 ions of the saae rigidity, some 

scattering events unidentifiable on the basis of oE^, and Eg measurement 

alone, will occur in the critical region regardless of electrode 

configuration. 

7. Reaction Measurements 

In order to confirm the results of the investigations using scattered 
1 8 0 ions, measurements were made also of the 4'Ca( i aO, 2 0M) 4 <Sc reaction- ' 

using two electrode configurations. Isobutane was used for both 

measurements. 

7.1 SiMIt E, llogtroflf 
The measurement was made at 6* with a bombarding energy of 117 HeV. 

At a gas pressure of 290 torr 1 70 ions, within the same magnetic rigidity 

range as the 2 0N ions of interest, stopped under the P, element while the 
2 0N ions stopped under Eg. The Eg electrode was 3.5 cm wide and located 

immediately prior to the P, sensing element. Six linear signals E T, ? 1, 

AE1, AE 2, P 2 and Eg were recorded for each event along with logic signals co 

flag the occurrence of pile-up, a pulse froa the gridded proportional 

counter below the cathode or a veto (P,) signal. 

The results, showing the distribution of E f and Eg values for events 

within a narrow range of magnetic rigidity and with AEt and AE2 values 

corresponding to 2 0N ions are given in Figure 18. As expected, the energy-

degraded events have a locus beyond the normal Eg events and contribute a 
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small, but significant, background beyond tha events believed to be due to 
2 0N ions. The rejection of energy-degraded events, provided almost entirely 

by approxinately equal numbers of the veto and gridded proportional counter 

flags, is substantial but inadequate. 

7.2 Hultipla E^ electrode 

The measurement of Section 7.1 was repeated under identical conditions 

except that tha signals &&mmi end E^ ware obtained from tha divided rear 

anode electrode (Section 6.2) and the AEX and AS electrodes were coupled to 

provide a single AS measurement. The sub-cathode gridded proportional 

counter was not used. 

Two representations of tha results illustrate the effectiveness of the 

AE M ) t electrode. In Fig. 19, the distribution of E_ values as a function of 

P 2 is shown for events within a range of m/q2 values including that of 2 0N 7* 

and for tha appropriate values of (Bp)2.AE (used instead of E.AE since many 

of the ion species present were not stopped). The detector was positioned 

so that the focal plana for tha *,Ca(1,O,20N)*8Sc reaction intersected the 

?2 element at a position corresponding approximately to that expected for 

the ground state group ("channel 2320 in Fig.19). 

Random events span the region, defined by reference to the adjacent 

species 1 6N6*, in which 2 0N ions would be expected. However, the 

corresponding A E ^ data, for tha same (B» 2 AS values and for an m/q2 range 

about 50% larger than that of the 2 0N region indicated in Fig. 19, appear to 

be background free (Fig.20). The small, but significant, background beyond 

the ground state has been eliminated. Tha measurement of AE allows 

identification of two sources of background, viz. some i a0 7* events at low 

rigidity and tha anticipated 1 70 7* events, which have an intensity 

distribution along the detector consistent with the spectrum shown in 
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Fig.19. Tha former are attributed to leakage from the very intense "o 7* 

group at a higher (Bp)*.o£ value. 

8. Summary 

It has been demonstrated that the majority of energy-degraded events 

observed with gas ionization detectors can be accounted for in terms of 

scattering by the stopping gas. 

An electrode configuration that provides detailed energy loss 

information near tha end of the ranga of each ion, where the scattering is 

most likely, has been shown to enable identification and rejection of most 

of the scattering events. As a result, tha quality of measurement of a very 

low cross-section reaction has been improved significantly. 

Although scattering effects from both hydrogen and carbon are evident 

with isobutane, its use with ionization detectors is preferable to other 

stopping gases for reaction measurements where energy-degraded events are 

likely to be troublesome. However, background problems observed in gas 

detectors used for accelerator mass spectrometry are mora likaly to stem 

from hydrogen scattering. Accordingly, stopping gases not containing 

hydrogen (e.g. Freon-14) should be used. 

• 
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riwrt Caption* 

Figure 1. Portion of the data obtained during an attempted measurement of 

the mass of 2 0N. Energy tailing of the intense u 0 ions is 

vary evident; that from the lower intensity 1 7 0 ions is less 

obvious, but nonetheless causae a background in the extracted 

momentum distribution of tha M N ions. The detector used is 

described in ref. 10. 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of focal plana detector data. The 

upper section illustrates tha typical low level background 

sources, as a function of measured energy and portion, for 

several charge states of one ion species in the detector. . The 

lower section indicates the effect of these backgrounds on the 

separation of ion species (all with the same charge state q). 

Figure 3. An accelerator mass spectrometry measurement of 3 6C1 obtained 

with a small ionization detector. Correlated energy-degraded 

tail events (<0.1% of total intensity) associated with both the 
3 6S and 3 7C1 groups are evident. (Each point corresponds to 

one or more counts). 

Figure 4. Pulsa height distributions measured with the bottom half of the 

sawtooth for events in the , eS group and in the tail. 
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Figure S. Section view of a focal plane detector designed for Mounting 

such that incident ions enter noraally. The cathode is gridded 

(125m diaaeter gold-plated tungsten wires with a 2 aa 

spacing). Several sub-cathode electrodes were investigated 

(see text). The final electrode configuration described in 

Section 6.2 is shown. For soae aeasureaents, the AE. electrode 

was divided to provide ABt and AE, signals. 

Figure 6. Variation of P3 efficiency and the pulse heights of E T and E^ 

with gas pressure. Calculated values for E f and E^ are also 

shown. 

Figure 7. Contour representation of the residual energy and the total 

energy for 69.7 MeV w 0 ions at a gas pressure slightly below 

that required to stop the ions beneath the E^ electrode. (Each 

point corresponds to 1 or nore counts). 

Figure 8. Contour representations of the saae data shown in Figure 7 

illustrating tha variation of the residual energy (Eg) with ion 

direction (as deduced froa T% and P 2). (Each point corresponds 

to 1 or aore counts). 

Figure §, Scheaatic contour representations of the signals froa the 

various electrodes of the AMS detector as a function of E T for 

66 MeV u 0 ions. The.left hand coluan shows the data without 

liaits iaposed; the right coluan shows the saae data as the 

liaits corresponding to normal events for the preceding 

electrodes are iaposed. Increasing Intensity is indicated by 

more closely spaced hatching. 
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Figura 10. Contour raprasantation of tha actual data for AE and E_ 

obtainad using tha AMS datactor with 66 MaV i a 0 ions. Events 

with AEj valuas beyond tha normal limits or with no associated 

Eg signal ara indicated. (Each point corresponds'to 1 or aore 

counts). 

Figure 11. Contour representations of tha signals from successive pairs of 

electrodes in the AMS detector obtained with 66 MeV u O ions 

(Each point corresponds to 1 or acre counts). 

Figura 12. Contour representations of AE)|ttif/ET and E^/AE^ obtained with 

132 MeV J 6S ions. All of the data shown are associated with 

AEj, AE2 and AE } values within the limits 'oropriate to 

normally behaved 3 ,S ions. (Each point cox -.ponds to 1 or 

mora counts). 

Figura 13. Results obtained for 70 MeV l*0 ions using the noraal entry 

focal plana detector at gas pressures of 175 torr (left column) 

and 150 torr (right column). Contour representations of 

AE^/Ey, Efc/AEgg, *n<* Eft/BT ara shown and tha origins of the 

various anomalous events ara indicated. (Each point 

corresponds to 1 or more counts). 

Figura 14. Contour representations of AE m t i r/E T obtainad for 70 HaV 1 60 

ions scattered from Au at 10*. Tha results for isobutane and 

Freon-14 ara shown in (a) and (b). Tha effect of lowering tha 

detector is showr in (c) • (see text). (Each point corresponds 

to 1 or more counts). 
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Figura IS. Pulsa height distribution of tha E^ signal obtained froa the 

aaasuraaent of Figura 14(c). 

Figura 16. Schematic summary of tha characteristics of energy-degraded 

events froa tha various scattering processes. 

Figura 17. Calculated response of the AE and EL electrodes in the 
Mac K 

normal entry focal plana detector for 109 MeV l 7 0 and 93 MeV 
U N ions (see text). 

Figure 18. Contour representation of E, and Eg froa a measurement of the 

*,Ca(1,0,20N)*,Sc reaction using only an Eg electrode. The 

region of the intense 1 7 0 ions (raaovad by the P 3 veto) is 

indicated by the hatched area. Events marked (+) are believed 

to be 2 0N ions, open circles (0) are events removed by either 

tha griddad proportional sub-cathode detector or the P3 veto. 

(Each symbol corresponds to 1 or mora counts). 

Figura 19. Contour representation of Et/P for a second measurement of the 

••ca(l,O,20N)*6Sc reaction. Tha region in which M N ions 

should occur is indicated, along with tha x 70 7* distribution 

along the detector. 
» 

Figure 20. Contour representation of AE^/Pj for the data of Figure 19 

(see t*xt). (Each point corresponds to 1 or mora counts.) 
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